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R479found that almost all the neurons in
lateral intraparietal cortex (LIP) begin to
fire in response to a stimulus thatwill be
brought into their respective fields by
an eye movement, even if the stimulus
is extinguished before the eyes arrive.
This remapped response is only found
for attended targets, either flashed or
task-relevant (for example, [19]), and
always moves in the direction opposite
to that of the saccade, predictingwhere
the attended target will be after the
saccade. The predictive response of
these neurons can begin as early as
100 ms before the saccade and tends
to peak at the onset of the saccade,
much earlier than the cell would be able
to respond if the stimulus simply
appeared in the cell’s receptive field
following the eye movement. This
pre-saccadic stimulus activates the
cells for the remapped location (which
depends on the saccade vector) and, at
the same time, it also activates cells
that normally respond to the target’s
location. As a result, activity can be
seen just before the saccade in two
widely separated sets of cells, at the
target’s actual retinal location and its
remapped location, both in response
to the same brief stimulus.
These physiological studies were
followed by behavioral studies which
showed a similar pre-saccadic shift
of attention by placing probes [17] at
the target’s remapped location just
before a saccade. Moreover, there
is compelling evidence from time
stamping and masking, and now
crowding, showing that remapping
does not just displace location
information but generates a perceived
target object that combines target
information from the target’s pre- and
(expected) post-saccadic retinal
locations. In time stamping, observers
are asked to saccade to a clock with
rapidly spinning hands and report the
time that their eyes arrive, but they
actually report times 40–60 ms earlier
[20]. This shows that what the
observers think they see at fixation
actually incorporates imagery from
the peripheral retinal location of the
clock, as if observers were already
looking at it. Masking and crowding are
very different [7]. Masking requires
overlap; crowding requires proximity.
Pre-saccadic masking is effective
at the target’s current and future
retinal locations. Without a saccade,
a mask must overlap the target to
impair its visibility, but immediately
before a saccade a mask is effectiveat the target’s post-saccadic
location [18].
These ‘bi-local’ results are now
buttressed by the Harrison et al. [12]
finding of remapped crowding. As
already noted, without a saccade,
clutter must be near the target to crowd
it, but, immediately before a saccade,
clutter is also effective at the target’s
post-saccadic retinal location [12].
Because the range of masking and
crowding is fairly small, and the size of
saccades is quite variable, it would be
interesting to measure the spatial
profile of remapping to discover
how accurately the pre-saccadic
remapping predicts the saccade.
Thus, Harrison et al. [12] have shown
that the brain’s remapping for the
anticipated eyemovement unavoidably
combines features from the current
and future retinal locations of the
target into one perceptual object.
(See Figure 1 for two proposals on
how this might happen.)References
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Gibberellins to MicrotubulesA new study reveals that DELLA proteins directly interact with the prefoldin
complex, thus regulating tubulin subunit availability in a gibberellin-dependent
manner. This finding provides a mechanistic link between the
growth-promoting plant hormone gibberellin and cortical microtubule
organization.Ram Dixit
Plant cells are surrounded by a rigid
wall that precludes their movement.
Therefore, plant growth anddevelopment relies in large part on
regulation of the extent and direction
of cell expansion. The cortical
microtubule cytoskeleton is a key part
of the cellular machinery that defines
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Figure 1. Model for DELLA regulation of
cortical microtubules.
In the absence of GA, DELLA proteins hold
the prefoldin complex (PFD) in the nucleus
by direct interaction. Presence of GA leads
to destruction of DELLA proteins, which
allows the prefoldin complex to go to the
cytoplasm, leading to increased production
of tubulin dimers. Increased tubulin availabil-
ity correlates with transverse cortical micro-
tubule alignment and cell expansion.
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R480the direction of cell expansion, and
microtubules perform this function by
organizing cellulose deposition in the
wall [1]. The stronger-than-steel
cellulose microfibrils encircle the
cell and act like hoops around a
barrel, specifying the direction of
cell expansion by constraining
turgor-driven growth. Plants regulate
the pattern of the cortical microtubule
array in response to hormonal and
environmental signals to modify their
growth and adapt to prevailing
conditions. Understanding how signals
translate to changes in cortical
microtubule organization is thus of
fundamental importance.
Gibberellins (GAs) are hormones that
promote plant growth by stimulating
axial cell expansion. The growth
stimulatory effect of GA is correlated
with increased transverse orientation
of the cortical microtubule array [2,3].
While the signaling pathway for GA hasbeen extensively studied [4,5], how
these hormones regulate cortical
microtubule organization has
remained a mystery. A new study by
Locascio et al. [6] recently published
in Current Biology reveals the DELLA
proteins as a mechanistic link between
GA and cortical microtubule
organization.
DELLA domain-containing proteins
are negative regulators of
GA-dependent processes. Inhibition
via interaction is the basic mode of
action of DELLA proteins — these
proteins localize to the nucleus and in
the absence of GA, they restrain plant
growth by binding to and consequently
inactivating transcription factors and
other regulatory proteins [4,5]. GA
relieves this inhibition by triggering
degradation of DELLA proteins by the
proteasome. Locascio et al. discovered
a new take on the theme of DELLA
inhibition of growth when they found
that GAI, one of fiveArabidopsisDELLA
proteins, interacts with prefoldin 3 and
5 [6]. Prefoldin 3 and 5 are subunits of
the hexameric prefoldin complex,
which is an essential part of the
chaperone machinery that facilitates
assembly of active a/b-tubulin
dimers [7]. Interaction of GAI with the
prefoldin complex provides the first
hint for how GA regulates cortical
microtubules.
While DELLA proteins are found in
the nucleus, the prefoldin complex
normally resides and functions in
the cytoplasm. Locascio et al. [6]
show that the GAI–prefoldin interaction
correlates with localization of the
prefoldin complex to the nucleus in a
GA-dependent manner (Figure 1).
Under low GA conditions, prefoldin is
found predominantly in the nucleus.
In contrast, when GA levels increase,
prefoldin is found predominantly in
the cytoplasm. This tight correlation
indicates that DELLA proteins bind to
and sequester the prefoldin
complex in the nucleus in the absence
of GA. In the presence of GA, DELLAs
are degraded and the prefoldin
complex is shuttled out into the
cytoplasm where it can function to
produce active tubulin subunits.
Importantly, prefoldin subunits that
do not directly bind to GAI also localize
to the nucleus in a GA-dependent
manner, indicating that the
GAI–prefoldin interaction does not
disrupt the prefoldin complex.
Mutant analysis has shown that loss
of prefoldin activity in Arabidopsisplants leads to reduced levels of tubulin
subunits, disorganized cortical
microtubule arrays and reduced plant
growth [8,9]. DELLA-mediated
localization of the prefoldin complex to
the nucleus represents a rapid and
reversible mechanism to regulate
prefoldin activity. If sequestering the
prefoldin complex to the nucleus
prevents its function in producing
functional tubulin subunits, then
preventing prefoldin exit from the
nucleus is expected to reduce the
cellular pool of tubulin dimers. Indeed,
using an inhibitor of GA biosynthesis,
Locascio et al. found that a-tubulin
and b-tubulin subunits tend to be
monomeric under conditions that lead
to prefoldin accumulation in the
nucleus [6]. Under these conditions, the
cortical microtubule arrays are more
disorganized and also less dense,
presumably because tubulin levels are
limiting.
Regulation of the prefoldin
complex is also important for
microtubule-dependent processes in
animal cells. In particular, prefoldin
expression levels correlate to the
growth status of animal cells, and
overexpression of prefoldin complexes
has been observed in many types of
cancer and is thought to be important
to support the high mitotic activity of
tumor cells [10,11]. Whether plants also
regulate prefoldin activity through
modulation of gene expression remains
to be determined.
Since GA-induced plant growth can
lead to very large increases in cell
surface area, this growth likely
creates an increased demand for
tubulin in order to form new cortical
microtubules needed to organize
cellulose deposition across the
growing cell surface. Cortical
microtubules are thought to
self-organize into coaligned arrays
through specific interactions between
them [12]. An increase in tubulin
availability in response to GA might be
important to maintain microtubule
growth and density required for
frequent cortical microtubule
interactions and hence array
organization. While rapid plant growth
in response to GA generally correlates
with increased transverse alignment
of cortical microtubules, transverse
arrays are also found in cells that are
not rapidly expanding [13]. In addition,
stable transverse alignment of
cortical microtubules does not appear
to be necessary for maintaining
Dispatch
R481GA-induced plant growth [3]. One
possible reason for this discrepancy
is that these observations were
conducted on cortical microtubules
along the outer epidermal surface,
which have been found to be
highly variable in their organization
even during phases of rapid cell
expansion [14,15]. Cortical microtubule
organization along the inner
tangential cell surface is reported
to be a more faithful indicator of the
cell expansion status [14,15]. The
effect of GA on cortical microtubule
organization must be accompanied
by deposition of new wall material
and modification of linkages
between wall polymers for sustained
growth. Indeed, genome-wide
microarray analysis has found that
DELLAs regulate expression of
genes that encode proteins involved
in cell wall structure and modification
[16]. It will be important to determine
how these changes in gene expression
relate to wall properties and cell
growth.
Plant growth rate is modulated by
multiple signals including the circadian
clock, light and hormones. DELLA
proteins are emerging as key factors
that might serve to integrate multiple
inputs to generate a coherent growth
output [17–20]. In support of this idea,
Locascio et al. provide evidence for
diurnal oscillation in the nuclear
accumulation of DELLA and prefoldin,
concomitant with changes in cortical
microtubule organization according to
the growth status of cells. Together, the
available data place DELLA proteins at
the nexus of signaling, cortical
microtubule organization and cell
growth.References
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E-mail: ramdixit@wustl.eduhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2013.04.037Neuropeptide Signaling: From the GutIn the defecation motor program of Caenorhabditis elegans, a pacemaker
rhythm generated by the intestine leads to the activation of motor neurons
controlling enteric muscle contraction. A new study demonstrates that this
signal is conveyed by a neuropeptide that is released from intestinal cells and
acutely depolarizes the motorneurons, acting much like a classical
neurotransmitter.Buyun Zhao and William R. Schafer
Nematode defecation might seem an
obscure (and perhaps undignified)
topic for scientific study. However, over
the years, studies of Caenorhabditiselegans defecation have provided
surprising and novel biological insight
into a variety of processes, ranging
from synaptic transmission [1] to
biological rhythms [2] to aging [3]. The
neural circuit controlling C. elegansdefecation is unusually simple and
well-characterized yet generates a
precisely timed and closely regulated
motor program; hence it has proven to
be a useful model for studying the
neural and molecular control of
behaviour.
At the cellular level, the defecation
motor program is among the best
characterized of all nematode
behaviours [4]. The motor output
involves both the somatic body
muscles, whose rhythmic oscillations
also generate sinusoidal locomotion,
as well as a set of specialized enteric
muscles. The first step of the motor
